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Those who take ‘The Australian’ will have access today to a fine article by Dr David Shelley, a KIWI,
with the subject heading. I am attaching it in pdf for others.
It has direct relevance to my email to Prime Minister Morrison dated ist July "DAGW - Is there "a
global problem that requires a global solution’?, which I sent to you.
I was struck by one of the great many comments on today’s article. It refers to some of the
socialist schemers who infected the UN in the period 1970-90 and began the great fraud:
"So how did we get into the mess we're in now? Start with Canadian billionaire socialist Maurice
Strong, setting up the 1972 UN Earth Summit conference in Stockholm in 1972, from which the UN
Environment Program was established, led by Strong himself. Twelve months later Strong hands
over the leadership to Mostafa Tolba, who probably wouldn't have got the job if his thinking
differed greatly from Strong.
Under Tolba the UNEP commissioned the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) on more
than one occasion to investigate the possible influence of CO2 on climate, the ICSU's work often
being led by Swede Bert Bolin. Two conferences were also arranged in Austria during the 1980's,
the first inconclusive and the findings of the second, written-up months after the participants had
returned to their homes, claimed that they were unanimous that CO2 was causing warming.
Lots of media publicity put pressure on governments, the USA finally agreeing in 1987 when on a
hot day in July a presentation by James Hansen swayed the balance. Hansen had ensured that the
windows of the presentation room stayed open the previous night, which was hot probably largely
due to a strong El Nino that had started the previous November.
Next year, 1988, the IPCC was created and Bert Bolin (see above) was put in charge, perhaps
because he'd been saying for 30 years that increasing CO2 would cause warming. In 1992, at
another "Earth conference", this time in Rio de Janiero, the UNFCCC was established and it
immediately started saying, although it had no evidence to support it, that manmade emissions of
CO2 posed a serious threat.
With peer group pressure from government levels down to individuals, a truck load of money being
available, reputations and power to be gained from UN-level down to personal level, the whole
thing took off and that's how we're in the mess we're in today.”
The paper "The United Nations: An unconstrained Bureaucracy” by Professor Jamal Munshi of an
American University is very helpful.
The United Nations: An unconstrained Bureaucracy” explains that “ the UN is mainly financed from
advanced countries….the large and growing bureaucracy is too far removed from those taxpayers
to be directly accountable to them….The UN’s budget funding process provides these bureaucrats
to increase the size and and scope of their organisation simply by creating multitudes of agencies
and programs and by inventing problems and environmental crises set on a global scale."

The UN agencies which created and promoted the Global Warming / Climate
Change alarmism were:
•
•

UNEP = UN Environmental Programme
WMO - World Meteorological Organisation

These two were responsible for forming the following:
•
•
•

IPCC - Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
FCCC - Framework Convention on Climate Change
COPS - Conferences of the Parties ( these began in the 1990s - they are held each year in
December. Several preparatory meetings are held at different places in the world to try and
overcome any impediments to what they seek to achieve in the December. Cops 21 was held
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•

in Paris in December 2015 and produced the so-called Paris Agreement, which Malcolm
Turnbull foolishly ratified without any verification of its scientific veracity, and without debate
with the Australian people.
ICLEI - International Council for Local Environment Initiatives or Local Governments for
Sustainability. ICLEI was given the task of feeding local communities with the FCCC/IPCC’s
claims. The Australian SMS (ABC, Channel 9 news media et al) usually carry the alarmist
propaganda that we are presented with each day.

Dr Shelley’s article is creating a push back, which is very encouraging.
We are approaching the moment when our Federal and State Coalition Governments will have to
call and explain this heinous fraud what it is, in debate with the Australian people.

